Here are the full-size templates to make the toy and other projects in issue 93.

MEMORY BEAR TOY

PAGE 80
ACTUAL SIZE

TEST SQUARE
10x10cm
Cut one pair inner
Cut one pair outer
Cut one pair
Cut one pair
Cut one pair
ATTACH HERE
ATTACH HERE
OPEN
Thank you for making these projects from Simply Sewing. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. They work hard to create projects for you to enjoy, so please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
dream big
TEMPLATES

HEART

TURNING GAP

STAR

TURNING GAP

BUNTING
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RAINBOW CUSHION
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ACTUAL SIZE

RAINBOW

PIECE A join to PIECE B along
dotted lines
RAINBOW PIECE B Join to PIECE A & C along dotted lines

RAINBOW PIECE C Join to PIECE B along dotted lines
STORAGE BASKET BASE
PIECE A Join to PIECE B&D
along dotted lines
STORAGE BASKET BASE
PIECE B JOIN TO PIECE C&D
ALONG DOTTED LINES
STORAGE TUB

STORAGE BASKET BASE
PIECE C Join to PIECE B&D
along dotted lines
STORAGE TUB
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STORAGE BASKET BASE

PIECE D Join to PIECE C&A along dotted lines